student at Yale with no professional experience. She won out over 1,400 other entries.

21. One of the two major airports for Paris, France.

22. The ____, glass and aluminum building won international awards in landscaping, architecture, lighting and interior design. This design is characteristic of Central Bank's regional banks as well.


27. Short for Saint Louis.

28. On Twitter, you can communicate with ____.

29. ___ Paulo is the largest city in Brazil, at over 12 million.

30. In the early 1960's Sam B. Cook began purchasing ____ of art to complement the interiors of his banks. They were mostly abstract expressionism, reflecting his interest in both modern art and architecture.

31. Letters after the name of a member of the School Sisters of Notre Dame. This order of women has served our diocese for many years in many locations, including Chancellor of this order.

32. Prefix for crow or teem.

33. In the 4th century, St. Jerome translated the Bible into ____ instead of the original Greek because it had become the more common language of the people. The Church then adopted the Roman tongue for the Mass everywhere.

34. The English word Pope comes from this Roman/Italian word for father.

35. In the 4th century, St. Jerome translated the Bible into ____, instead of the original Greek because it had become the more common language of the people. The Church then adopted the Roman tongue for the Mass everywhere.

36. The name for a combination storage/workshop area connected to a house or living quarters, often used for a vacation or weekend get-away.

37. The name for a combination storage/workshop area connected to a house or living quarters, often used for a vacation or weekend get-away.

38. The Central Bank art collection is comprised of more than 500 ____ of art by artists like Andy Warhol, Hans Hoffman and Friedel Dzubas and includes a large mural on the 2nd floor of the Motor Bank by Japanese-Am. artist Keiko Nemeth.

39. The Central Bank art collection is comprised of more than 500 ____ of art by artists like Andy Warhol, Hans Hoffman and Friedel Dzubas and includes a large mural on the 2nd floor of the Motor Bank by Japanese-Am. artist Keiko Nemeth.

40. The ____ Grigio, a sweet or dry white wine.

41. ___ misa est; dismissal words in the pre-Vatican Mass.

42. Cook said he appreciated the ____ and sensation he felt from the colors, compositions and designs of abstract art, much as when listening to a Beethoven piano concerto.

43. St. Therese of the Child Jesus, the Little Flower, 1873-1897.

44. “...we ____ them among the saints,” —Pope Francis at the Oct. 2019 canonization of four new saints, including England’s Cardinal John Henry Newman.

45. The Cook family’s planning and beautification in Jefferson City’s downtown included in 1916 Jefferson City’s first “skyscraper,” the seven ____ Carthage stone main bank, trees along downtown’s High Street and other initiatives.

46. Roman tongue phrase used in English at the end of Mass.

47. Roman tongue phrase used in English at the end of Mass.

48. “...seeking a way to… put Him to death. They said, ‘Not during the festival, for fear that there may be a ____ among the people,’” (Mark 14:1-2).

49. “Whoever wishes to come after Me must ____ himself, take up his cross and follow Me,” (Matthew 16:24).

50. “I will spend my heaven doing good on earth. I will let fall a shower of ____,” —St. Therese of Kolkata.

51. Letters for physical therapy.

52. Garment worn by St. Teresa of Kolkata.

53. The National ____ Card is the biennial result of the gov’t. National Assessment of Ed. Progress so parents and educators can better assess and develop educational improvements.


55. The Cook family’s planning and beautification in Jefferson City’s downtown included in 1916 Jefferson City’s first “skyscraper,” the seven ____ Carthage stone main bank, trees along downtown’s High Street and other initiatives.

56. “Whoever wishes to come after Me must ____ himself, take up his cross and follow Me,” (Matthew 16:24).
of a list, meaning “and other similar things;” usually abbreviated “etc.”
7. “To be or ____ to be, that is the question,” — from Hamlet’s soliloquy in Shakespeare’s play “Hamlet.”
8. “Adoro ____ Devote”; Catholic hymn by St. Thomas Aquinas.
9. At a Starbucks, a ____ latte is an expresso with a lot of milk.
10. A brand of trash bag.
11. Letters for the Islamic Republic of Iran, 82 million inhabitants, 636,000 sq. miles, 2nd largest country in the Middle East.
12. Adolf ____; high-up Nazi SS officer, one of the major organizers of the Holocaust.
13. A stole ____ in the Catholic Church is a donation for sacramental functions.
18. The Holy ____ of the Church are annually blessed by the Bishop specifically for the Sacraments of Baptism, Confirmation, Holy Orders and the Sacrament of the Sick.
19. “When it was evening they brought him many who were ____ by demons...” (Matthew 8:16).
20. Dog docs.
22. ____ Park is Kansas City’s 1,805-acre city park. Though heavily wooded, it contains the 8,000-seat Starlight Theatre, the KC Zoo, a professional golf course and the Lakeside Nature Center, one of Mo.’s largest native species rehab facilities.
23. A squeaky shriek of alarm.
25. Pope Francis took his papal name from the famous saint from this Italian town.
26. There are more than 3,000 acres in ____ farms in Mo. with annual sales of $12 million.
28. ‘____ the Night Before Christmas...
31. Abbr. before the name of a female French saint.
34. Silly ____, a malleable playtoy, by Crayola, since the 1950’s.
35. Pope __ __, 440-461; first Pope to be called “the Great.” Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI said his papacy “was undoubtedly one of the most important in the Church’s history.”
36. ____ Gary Cooper became a Hollywood icon starring in numerous movies (e.g., “High Noon,” “Sgt. York”) from the late 1920’s to the late 1950’s. Quietly he was on a spiritual pilgrimage (he visited Pope Pius XII in 1953) and finally joined the Catholic Church in 1959.
38. Either do it my way ____ your own (2 wds.).
39. Two clues: 1) a mathematical constant used in all areas of math and physics, approx. equal to 3.14159; it even has its own “day”—Mar. 14th; or 2) letters for private investigator.
40. Cross letters.
42. An abbr. for pneumonia.
44. A man’s neckware.
45. 19th letter.
47. Bone.
49. Heavens ____ Betsy! A variant of For Heaven’s sake!